Fiction:

*Fox*
  By: Dubravka Ugresic

*Hard Aground*
  By: Brendan Dubois

*The Sparsholt Affair*
  By: Alan Hollinghurst

*Warlight*
  By: Michael Ondaatje

Nonfiction:

*1947: Where Now Begins*
  By: Elisabeth Asbrink

*The Anatomy of Color: The Story of Heritage Paints and Pigments*
  By: Patrick Baty

*Armed in America: A History of Gun Rights from Colonial Militias to Concealed Carry*
  By: Patrick J. Charles

*The Art of Reading*
  By: Damon Young

*Beyond the Map: Unruly Enclaves, Ghostly Places, Emerging Lands and Our Search for New Utopias*
  By: Alastair Bonnett

*Casanova: The Seduction of Europe*
  By: Frederick Ilchman

*The Collector of Lives: Giorgio Vasari and the Invention of Art*
  By: Ingrid Rowland

*The Country House Library*
  By: Mark Purcell

*Daughters of the Winter Queen: Four Remarkable Sisters, the Crown of Bohemia and the Enduring Legacy of Mary, Queen of Scots*
  By: Nancy Goldstone

*Directorate S: The CIA and America’s Secret Wars in Afghanistan and Pakistan*
  By: Steve Coll

*Empire of Guns: The Violent Making of the Industrial Revolution*
  By: Priya Satia
Everything You Love Will Burn: Inside the Rebirth of White Nationalism in America
By: Vegas Tenold

By: Paul Theroux

Global Clay: Themes in World Ceramic Traditions
By: John A. Burrison

Healing From hate: How Young Men Get into - and out of - Violent Extremism
By: Michael Kimmel

The Heavens Might Crack: The Death and Legacy of Martin Luther King, Jr.
By: Jason Sokol

A History of Courtship: 800 Years of Seduction
By: Tania O’donnell

The Last Man Who Knew Everything: The Life and Times of Enrico Fermi: Father of the Nuclear Age
By: David N. Schwartz.

The Line Becomes a River: Dispatches from the Border
By: Francisco Cantu

Milk!: A 10,000 Year History
By: Mark Kurlansky

New England's General Stores: Exploring an American Classic
By: Ted Reinstein

The Phantom Atlas: The Greatest Myths, Lies and Blunders on Maps
By: Edward Brooke-Hitching

The Plant Messiah: Adventures in Search of the World's Rarest Species
By: Carlos Magdalena

Rather Elegant Than Showy: The Classical Furniture of Isaac Rose
By: Robert D. Mussey, Jr.

Richard III: England’s Most Controversial King
By: Chris Skidmore

Richard Potter: America’s First Black Celebrity
By: John A. Hodgson

The Road Not Taken: Edward Lansdate and the American Tragedy in Vietnam
By: Max Boot

A Short History of Drunkenness: How, Why, Where and When Humankind Has Gotten Merry from the Stone Age to the Present
By: Mark Forsyth
Stalin: Paradoxes of Power, 1878-1928 (Vol. 1)
Stalin: Waiting for Hitler, 1929-1941 (Vol. 2)
   By: Stephen Kotkin

The Triumph of Christianity: How a Forbidden Religion Swept the World
   By: Bart D. Ehrman

Trumocracy: The Corruption of the American Republic
   By: David Frum

Twitter and Tear Gas: The Power and Fragility of Networked Protest
   By: Zyynep Tufecki

The Water Will Come
   By: Jeff Goodell

Why Liberalism Failed
   By: Patrick J. Deneen

Without Precedent: Chief Justice John Marshall and His Times
   By: Joel Richard Paul

Word by Word: The Secret Life of Dictionaries
   By: Kory Stamper

Donated:

Donated by Richard Adams:
   • Dreadnought: Britain, Germany, and the Coming of the Great War; by Robert K. Massie

Donated by Anonymous:
   • Fire and Fury: Inside the Trump White House, by Michael Wolff
   • Lenin: The Man, The Dictator, and the Master of Terror; by Victor Sebestyen

Donated by Richard Candee:
   • Portsmouth Journal Illustrated Almanac for 1882

Donated by Robert Davies:
   • Baldwin of the Times: Hanson W. Baldwin a Military Journalist’s Life, 1903-1991, by Robert B. Davies

Donated by Carolyn Marvin:
   • Jefferson’s Daughters: Three Sisters, White and Black, in a Young America, by Catherine Kerrison

Donated by Roger Wood:
   • Lawson Found, by Roger Wood
   • Lawson Roads, by Roger Wood